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ABSTRACT
Wetting at nanoscale is a property of a three-dimensional region with a finite length into the solid domain
from the surface. Understanding the extent of the solid region effective on wetting is important for recent
coating applications as well as for both crystalline and amorphous solids of different atomic ordering. For
such a case, we studied the wetting behaviour of silicon surfaces at various crystalline and amorphous
states. Molecular distributions of amorphous systems were varied by changing the amorphisation
conditions of silicon. Semi-cylindrical water droplets were formed on the surfaces to be large enough
to remain independent of line tension and Tolman length effects. Contact angles showed up to 38%
variation by the change in the atomic orientation of silicon. Instead of a homogeneous solid density
definition, we calculated different solid densities for a given surface measured inside different extents
from the interface. We correlated the observed wetting variation with each of these different solid
densities to determine which extent governs the wetting variation. We observed that the variation of
solid density measured inside a 0.13 nm extent from the surface reflected the variation of wetting
angle better for both single crystalline and amorphous silicon surfaces.
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The wetting behaviour of solids is significant for a wide range of
applications. From macro to nanoscale, wetting highly influ-
ences ice/fog formations on a surface, fluid transport inside a
channel/tube and heat conduction from a surface to a fluid.
Hence, being able to manipulate wetting can control those
mechanisms. One of the most common methods to design
the wetting is surface coatings. With advances in nanotechnol-
ogy, two-dimensional materials and thin films have been uti-
lised to cover a given surface with a different material of
desired wetting at nanometre scales. However, discrepancies
regarding the physics related to nanoscale wetting behaviour
remain.

The influence of coating on wetting differs from case to case.
For example, one of the most popular two-dimensional
materials, graphene, was presented as a coating which is trans-
parent to wetting properties of the underlying surface [1]. Such
behaviour can be useful for heat transfer applications. For
instance, a hydrophilic material with high interface heat con-
ductance can remain hydrophilic but become protected from
possible corrosive effects [2]. This wetting transparency devel-
ops for hydrophobic atomistically smooth one atom thick
monolayer graphene which exerts weak molecular forces onto
water but allows the intermolecular forces from the underneath
substrate to remain effective. On the other hand, the same
monolayer graphene is found partially wetting transparent in
case of superhydrophobic and superhydrophilic surfaces [3]
or non-transparent for surfaces whose wetting is mostly domi-
nated by chemical bonding between water and substrate, such
as glass [4]. Such physics show that wetting is a resultant of
intermolecular force interactions of a group of molecules in a

three-dimensional region with a finite extent in the surface nor-
mal direction. Similar behaviour was also observed for other
two-dimensional materials such as molybdenum disulphide
[5], tungsten disulphide [6], hafnium dioxide [7] and phos-
phorene [8]. With the increase of coating layers, surface wetting
reaches to wetting characteristic of the coating material. Hence,
in the case of nanoscale coatings, adjacent liquid interacts with
underneath substrate at various extents for transparent, par-
tially transparent (translucent) and weakly transparent coating
conditions.

Multiple studies have been dedicated to investigating the
novel wetting physic observed at nanoscale. For example, gra-
phene-coated hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces may be
engineered to develop the same contact angle, by tuning the
corresponding molecular properties [9]. As the solid/liquid
interfacial coupling is a function of inter/intramolecular inter-
actions, a better understanding of the region extending a couple
of nanometres from the interface is required to manipulate the
wetting dominated by dispersive or polar forces. Ramos-Alvar-
ado et al. proved that the atomic sequence strongly influence
the wetting [10]; silicon surfaces at different crystal planes
result in different contact angles due to the varying density of
surface atoms (contact angles of 87.7° ± 0.36° and 103.6° ±
0.45° were obtained for Si(111) and Si(100), respectively). Vari-
ation of wetting by variation in the surface crystal plane was
observed in many other materials as well [11–13]. Researchers
tried to theoretically describe the influence of solid molecular
density on Van der Waals interactions [3,10,14,15]. They
emphasised that the contact angle can be predicted by an accu-
rate quantification of both solid and liquid densities at and near
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the interface region. However, the influence of solid density was
analysed using a homogeneous volumetric density definition
calculated by assuming a semi-infinite solid. Such characteris-
ation neglects the atomic distribution of a given crystal struc-
ture, and is unable to ultimately describe the wetting angle
variation by the crystal structure since the average homogenous
density of a solid is constant independent of molecular distri-
bution. As the great deal of ‘wetting transparency’ studies
also suggested, the contribution of solid molecules onto overall
wetting behaviour shows variation by their atomic location in a
three-dimensional space. The extent of dispersive interactions
between liquid and substrate and the corresponding effective
solid atoms near the interface need to be quantified for a proper
description of the effective wetting region inside the solid and
the corresponding solid surface molecular density governing
the wetting.

The crystal structure of silicon is a diamond cubic lattice
which yields a large number of different crystal planes depend-
ing on the angle of cut in manufacturing processes. Varying the
angle of the cut from 0° to 54.7°, crystal plane will change from
(001) to (111) while in between, there are 14 additional other
crystal planes with different unit cell sizes [16]. Different crystal
planes result in the different molecular structure on the surface.
Surface structures can also be further changed through various
processes such as relaxation or reconstruction. There are var-
ious techniques to produce perfectly single crystalline silicon,
but many techniques yield poly-crystalline surfaces which will
develop local molecular structure variation on the surface.
Overall, manipulating the surface crystal plane can control
the surface molecular structure and resulting interface proper-
ties. Engineering wise, it is much simpler to produce amor-
phous silicon structures, instead of ordered crystalline ones.
Different solidification techniques create different molecular
distributions. Specifically, it was presented that the solidifica-
tion cooling rate [17–19] and pressure [20–23] can control
the molecular density at the interface regions. Such mechan-
isms can be used to manipulate the surface wetting; however,
its possible influence on surface wetting has not been character-
ised yet in the literature.

In the characterisation of nanoscale wetting, the size depen-
dence of a contact angle has been presented by both exper-
iments [24,25] and molecular level simulations [26,27].
Basically, two major mechanisms affect the wetting behaviour
at nanoscale and yield deviations from the classical description
of Young’s equation. As the droplet size decreases, (i) the ‘line
tension’ along the three-phase contact line becomes increas-
ingly important [28] while (ii) the liquid−vapour interface sur-
face tension changes as a function of curvature and ‘Tolman
length’ [29]. Current literature modified Young’s equation to
include line tension [30] and Tolman correction [31] as a func-
tion of the radius of three-phase line (rB) and radius of droplet
(R) as

gSV1 = gSL1 + gLV1 1− 2
d

R

( )
cos u+ t

rB
, (1)

where gSV1, gSL1 and gLV1 are the interfacial tensions at the
boundaries between liquid (L), solid (S) and vapour (V) at
macroscopic scales (∞), d is the Tolman length, τ is the line

tension between the droplet and surface and θ is microscopic
contact angle. Microscopic contact angle, θ, can be defined in
terms of the macroscopic contact angle as

cos u1 = 1− 2
d

R

( )
cos u+ t

rBgLV1
, (2)

which can be simplified into

(R− 2d)gLV1 sin 2u+ 2t

sin u
= 2RgLV1 cos u1. (3)

Equation (3) estimates the contact angle of a nanoscale spheri-
cal droplet as a function of the droplet radius. However, corre-
sponding Tolman length and line tension values are
controversial. Multiple Molecular Dynamics (MD) studies
were dedicated to investigating size dependent behaviour in
nanoscale wetting [32,33]. It is also a common practice for
MD studies to simulate large enough cylindrical water droplets
to obtain negligible curvature at the liquid−vapour interface
and zero curvature at a three-phase line [34,35] in order to
eliminate the Tolman and line tension effects from their
measurements. Reported Tolman length values vary around
∼0.05 nm for water–vapour interface [36,37]. In addition to
these two nanoscale effects, a pining force onto three-phase
contact line develops in the case of a nanoscale chemical [38]
or physical surface heterogeneity [39], which may keep the
liquid front at a metastable state and create a wetting angle sig-
nificantly different than its equilibrium value [40]. Further
modification of Young’s equation was proposed for nano-struc-
tured surfaces to consider ‘pinning effect’ on the droplet contact
line [41].

The objective of this study is to investigate the effect of an
interface region’s molecular structure and sequence on surface
wetting. To accomplish this, various forms of single crystalline
and amorphous silicon surfaces will be studied by Molecular
Dynamics simulations (MD). Semi-cylindrical water nano-dro-
plets will be used in contact angle calculations in order to elim-
inate the three-phase line tension effects. Using different
amorphisation pressures, near interface solid structures will
be varied in a controlled manner. Solid and liquid density
profiles and the corresponding contact angles will be correlated
to characterise the region effective on wetting. Surface atomic
densities will be defined and measured at different extents
from the interface in order to describe the contact angles.

1. MD simulation details

Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator
(LAMMPS) Code [42] is used as an MD solver. The simulation
domain is formed by a silicon slab and a nanoscale water dro-
plet. Silicon at different crystal planes has different lattice con-
stants. For such a case, simulation boxes were formed
approximately 15 nm × 5 nm × 10 nm dimensions in x × y ×
z-directions, respectively. A periodic boundary condition was
imposed on x and y direction while the z-direction was
bounded with a specular reflection boundary. A large group
of possible silicon surfaces were molecularly created, and
their near surface densities were measured. Since some of
these surface planes created very similar surface densities, we
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selected only six single crystalline structures to represent a
range in variation of surface molecule density. Specifically,
(110), (111), (001), (112), (120) and (021) planes were chosen.
We produced amorphous silicon structures by melting and
then cooling the silicon at a constant volume and constant
temperature conditions of the NVT ensemble. Starting from
the (111) plane configuration with approximately 7000
atoms, silicon structure annealed to 2000 K to obtain a melt
by applying NVT ensemble for 2 ns and later NVE ensemble
for another 2 ns for a complete equilibrium at 2000 K. After
reaching equilibrium, liquid silicones were quenched to 300 K
at the rate of 1012 Ks−1. We kept the cooling rate constant at
1012 Ks−1 which was validated to develop experimental
measured amorphous silicon structure [43]. On the other
hand, we varied the volume of simulation domain in the surface
normal direction in order to vary molecular structure, similar
to Titanium aluminide [19]. Our silicon slab was extending
periodically in two directions while the third direction was
the surface. Hence, we varied the height of confinement for
melting and solidification processes, which created different
melt densities. Different molecular distributions in amorphous
silicon structures were obtained this way. Six different amor-
phous silicon structures were formed as a1-Si, a2-Si, a3-Si, a4-
Si, a5-Si and a6-Si. We employed three body Tersoff potential
[44], which was used by others to create amorphous silicon
structures [45–47].

We formed 1728 water molecules placed on the silicon sur-
face so water could form a hemi-cylindrical droplet on the sur-
face. Semi-cylindrical water nano-droplets were used to
eliminate the three-phase line tension effects [35]. Different
water models were proposed as a fit to different physical prop-
erties of water but showed that repulsive part of dispersive
forces and short-range electrostatic interactions are essential
in capturing thermodynamic properties of water [48]. In the
current simulations, SPC/E water model was employed for sim-
plicity and computational cost. OH bond length of 0.1 nm and
H–O–H angle of 109.47° were constrained with the SHAKE
algorithm [49]. The interaction of hydrogen atoms was neg-
lected. Partial charges q (0.4238 e) and −2q (−0.8476 e) were
assigned each hydrogen and oxygen atom, respectively. A
1 nm cut off distance was defined for both Van der Waals
and Coulombic interactions between water molecules while
particle–particle particle–mesh (PPPM) solver is used to evalu-
ate long-range Coulombic forces among water molecules. Van
der Waals interactions are modelled with Lennard–Jones (L–J)
potential given as

F (rij) = 41
s

rij

( )12

− s

rij

( )6
( )

, (5)

where rij is the intermolecular distance, ε is the depth of the
potential well, σ is the molecular diameter. The interaction

parameters for similar molecular pairs used in the simulations
are given in Table 1. It is a common practice to estimate the
interaction parameters between dissimilar molecules using var-
ious forms of mixing rules. For example, for the silicone-oxygen
interactions, parameters can be calculated by the Lorentz–
Berthelot (L–B) mixing rule given as

sSi−O = sSi−Si + sO−O

2
, 1Si−O = ���������������

1Si−Si × 1O−O
√

. (6)

Using the corresponding parameters given in Table 1, the L–B
mixing rule predicts the interaction parameters σSi–O=
2.6305 Å and εSi–O= 0.12088 eV. However, our earlier wetting
study based on MD measured contact angles of water nano-
droplets showed that experimentally measured hydrophobic
behaviour of silicon surfaces can be recovered when the sili-
con-oxygen interaction strength is 12.5% of the value predicted
using the Lorentz–Berthelot mixing rule [50]. For such a case,
we employed our earlier proposed interaction strength value as
εSi–O= 0.01511 eV.

The Verlet algorithm was applied to integrate Newton’s
equation of motion with a time step of 0.001 ps. The bottom
layer of the silicon substrate was excluded from time inte-
gration to prevent the shift of silicon substrate. At the begin-
ning of wetting simulations, Maxwell–Boltzmann velocity
distribution was assigned for all molecules at 300 K. NVT
ensemble with Nosé–Hoover thermostat was applied to keep
the temperature at 300 K. Simulations were carried out 2 ×
106 timesteps (2 ns) to reach an isothermal steady state. After
that, microcanonical ensemble was employed to obtain aver-
aging of the desired properties for 6 × 106 timesteps (6 ns).
Averaging is performed with 5 ps intervals. Two different bin-
nings were used for averaging. Due to the hemi-cylindrical dro-
plet shape, long rectangular prisms with the size of
0.1 nm ×∞ × 0.1 nm along x, y and z directions were used to
resolve droplets. On the other hand, slab bins with ∞ ×∞ ×
0.01 nm along x, y and z directions were used to resolve the sili-
con domain.

Water density was averaged by bins in rectangular prism
shape in the xz plane. Two-dimensional (2D) density contours
which represent equally dense regions were extracted from bin-
wise water distribution as shown in Figure 1(c). Molecular sur-
face surfaces create density layering near surface that structure
of the 2D density contours were found to be circular except in
this near wall region. Contact angles were measured from these
averaged density contours. First, the droplet boundary was
determined as the points at which the density is half of bulk
water (0.5 g/cm3). Second, we fit a circle passing through the
points 0.8 nm above the surface. Near wall, density points clo-
ser to the surface than 0.8 nm were omitted to avoid the influ-
ence from density fluctuations at the liquid–solid interface.
Finally, the radius of the circle was denoted as rDroplet while
rBase was defined at which circle meets the solid substrate.
Using these, contact angles were geometrically calculated.

2. Results and discussion

Cylindrical water droplets successfully formed on the selected
single crystalline surfaces as given in Figure 1(a). These droplets
extend through the periodic boundary. Different than the

Table 1. Molecular interaction parameters utilised.

Molecule pair σ (Å) ε (eV) q (e)

O–O 3.166 0.006739 −0.8476
H–H 0 0 +0.4238
Si–O 2.633 0.01511 0
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spherical droplets developing size dependent line tension
effects, cylindrical droplet’s liquid surface does not develop
any curvature related line tension since the three-phase line is
linear. Using current semi-cylindrical droplets, the wetting
angle of surface can be obtained regardless of nano-droplet size.

Contact angles were measured as 80.2°, 88.4°, 101.4°, 84.4°,
89.3° and 92.8° at (110), (111), (001), (112), (120) and (021)
planes, respectively (Figure 2). Observed differences on the
contact angles are due to differences in solid molecular distri-
bution. Even though water molecules and silicon atoms are
interacting at a constant pair-wise molecular potential, the
configuration of silicon atoms at near interface region, such
as orientation and density, resulted in almost 25% variation
in wetting angle in these single crystalline surfaces.

Although cylindrical droplet shape prevents line tension
effects, liquid surface tension could be still developing a size
dependent behaviour due to Tolman’s length. Hence, we simu-
lated different size cylindrical droplets and measured contact
angles. Figure 3 presents the wetting behaviour of cylindrical

droplets with base radius varying between 7.2 nm (Figure 3
(a)) and 3.5 nm (Figure 3(g)) on the (112) silicon surface. Wet-
ting angle remained almost identical in the studied droplet
range showing that the Tolman length is small and has a neg-
ligible effect on the current system. Although the studied sur-
faces are smooth, there is an atomic roughness that is
necessary to investigate any possible pinning effects. For this
purpose, we picked the (112) surface showing the highest
atomic corrugation. However, as the contact angles remained
independent of droplet size in Figure 3, the pinning effect
does not affect the current wetting measurements.

Next, local molecular variation in surface normal direction
was studied in terms of densities measured in one-dimensional
slab bins. Number density of silicon and mass density of water
are given in Figure 4. Results of the different cases are plotted at
similar extents in surface normal direction while zero point of
height was simply defined as the location where solid density
becomes zero. The well-known liquid density layering was
observed in water densities on the silicon surface [][51].

Figure 1. (Colour online) (a) The snapshot of simulation domain consisting of slabs and hemi-cylindrical water nano-droplet. (b) Schematic for the measurement of
contact angle with the snapshot. Oxygen, hydrogen and silicon molecules are illustrated as red, white and yellow spheres, respectively. (c) Density contours in the
x–z plane of the same case.

Figure 2. (Colour online) Contact angles of single crystalline silicon with (a) (110), (b) (111), (c) (001), (d) (112), (e) (120) and (f) (021) crystal planes at the surface.
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Figure 3. (Colour online) Wetting angles measured by different size water droplets containing (a) 5952, (b) 4032 (c) 3072, (d) 2496, (e) 1728, (f) 960 and (g) 576 number of
water molecules on (112) surface.

Figure 4. (Colour online) Bin-wise density distribution of silicon and water. Silicon densities are presented in the left axis and water densities are presented in the right
axis.
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Water density reaches its thermodynamically defined value of
1 g/cm3 at the bulk, sufficiently away from the surface. Higher
first density peaks observed in Figure 4(a–c) than those in
Figure 4(d–f). When the wetting angle of silicon structures
are taken into account, higher contact angle results in, rela-
tively, lower density peaks. A similar trend was also seen in
the study [50] which supports the discussion that the contact
angle is associated with the first fluid layer [52]. On the solid
side of the interface, wider solid molecule ordering develops
higher bin-wise silicon number densities separated with
empty bins. On the other hand, more uniform solid ordering
results in lower bin-wise number density and lower empty
bins in between. Overall averaging of bin-wise densities yields
the thermodynamic density of silicon as 2.33 g/cm3, very
close to experimentally measured values [53]. Figure 4 shows
that layering of water molecules near the surface is directly
related to the silicon number density as the higher density
peaks of water molecules are observed in higher density spikes
of silicon or vice versa.

The objective was to develop and study a very similar inter-
face mechanism for amorphous silicon. We built amorphous
silicon blocks at a constant cooling rate, but at different melt
densities varied by the amorphisation volume, as described in
the earlier ‘Simulation Details’ section. Simulation boundary
in the surface normal direction is slightly changed during the
melting and cooling process that the amorphous silicon density
at 300 K remained the same at every case while molecular dis-
tributions developed variation. In Figure 4, six different amor-
phous silicon structures and contact angles measured are
presented. Contact angles of amorphous silicon blocks varied
between 82.1° and 109.7° while amorphisation height was
increased (Figure 5(a–f)). Although there is an outlier, Figure 5
shows that the increase of amorphisation volume yields up to
38% increase in contact angle.

Similar to earlier investigations, possible size dependence of
measured contact angles was investigated for the amorphous
silica surface. Figure 6 presents wetting angles of cylindrical
water droplets with varying base radius. Very similar contact
angles were measured which shows that the Tolman length
and pining effect have negligible effects on the current system.

We further investigated the adsorption behaviour by
measuring the interaction potential between one water mol-
ecule and each of the amorphous surfaces. We determined
11 locations on the surface under the cylindrical droplet as
described in Figure 7(a). Interaction potentials of indentation
of a water molecule at each location are given in Figure 7(b,c)
over the a1-Si and a4-Si surfaces. The potential distributions
vary due to the atomic corrugation on the surface. The poten-
tial wells of different sites over a1-Si surface are located very
close while the potential wells over a4-Si distributed in a
wider area as a result of increased atomic roughness. Figure 7
(c) compares the average potential distributions of each amor-
phous surface. Even though the depth of the average potential
wells of different surfaces are very similar, the location of
potential wells is pushed away from the surface by the increase
of amorphisation height. This simply suggests that the surface
repeals water.

To better understand the observed wetting dynamics, we
studied the density profiles of both silicon and water in the sur-
face normal direction in Figure 8. Since the amorphous silicon
molecules are randomly distributed, a less fluctuating bin-wise
silicon density distribution was measured. Bulk silicon density
of all six different cases are at 2.33 g/cm3, which is a well-
accepted density for amorphous silicon [43]. On the other
hand, density at near interface decreases with increasing amor-
phisation height, which was also observed by others [20,21]. In
the densest case, density at the interface reaches to double the
bulk density as shown in Figure 8(a). Water density layering

Figure 5. (Colour online) Six different amorphous silicon structures of (a) a1-Si, (b) a2-Si, (c) a3-Si, (d) a4-Si, (e) a5-Si and (f) a6-Si with corresponding wetting angles.
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responses to this variation in molecular structuring such as the
highest density layering of water molecules is observed on the
densest near silicon case. Furthermore, a decreased density of
silicon molecules allows water molecules to diffuse into silicon

slab and in the least dense case, small density peaks of water
molecules are seen inside amorphous silicon substrate as
shown in Figure 8(f). Moreover, diffusion of an excessive
amount of water into silicon substrate changes the wetting

Figure 6. (Colour online) Wetting angles measured by different size water droplets containing (a) 3072, (b) 2496, (c) 1728 and (d) 960 number of water molecules on a2-Si
surface.

Figure 7. (Colour online) (a) Surface locations under the cylindrical droplet selected for indentation. Interaction potential measured at each location over (b) a1-Si and (c)
a4-Si surfaces. (d) Comparison of average interaction potentials measured on different amorphous surfaces.
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dynamics that wetting angle of a-si6 surface diverges from the
trend (Figure 5).

The atomistic structure and resulted in the oscillatory den-
sity profile of amorphous silicon are similar to experimental
measurements [54]. The molecular orders of different amor-
phous structures in this 1 nm thick solid region are similar to
each other, except very near interface region. So, the molecular
structure near the interface must be responsible for the vari-
ation of the wetting angle. For a better characterisation, we
sought to define a near interface solid density. We specified a
near interface height parameter (h) as the distance from the
interface towards the amorphous silicon structure, as illustrated
in Figure 9(a). We measured solid density at different h values
of h = 0.13, 0.26 and 0.39 nm while the h greater than 0.5 nm
yield to bulk silicon density. Figure 9(b) presents amorphous
silicon near interface densities measured by covering different

heights of the interface region, compared with the bulk density
measured, for all six different amorphous structures. The aver-
age bulk densities show negligibly variation for different amor-
phous silicon structures, but near the surface, densities show
strong variation for different amorphous structures. Two
major behaviours were observed. First, near interface densities
decrease by increasing amorphisation height. Second, with an
increase in interface region height, interface density reaches
to bulk density value by either increasing or decreasing,
depending on the amorphous surface. This means interface
density is higher than bulk in some cases (a1-Si, a2-Si and a3-
Si) but lower at others (a4-Si, a5-Si and a6-Si).

Near interface densities inside different interface, heights
were also calculated for the studied single crystalline systems.
Using this data, we tried to correlate interface solid density
with the wetting angles measured on the corresponding

Figure 9. (Colour online) (a) Illustration of the near interface density and near interface height definitions. (b) Near interface densities measured at different interface
heights for the studied six amorphous structures developed at different amorphisation heights.

Figure 8. (Colour online) Bin-wise density distribution of amorphous silicon and water. Silicon densities are presented in the left axis and water densities are presented in
the right axis.
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cases in Figure 10. Simply, we plotted the variation of contact
angle as a function of interface number density measured
inside interface regions extending 0.13, 0.26, 0.39, 0.52 and
1 nm from the interface. The schematic representation of
the near interface region is given in Figure 10(a). All contact
angles measured on both single crystalline and amorphous
silicon as a function of number density are plotted in Figure 10
(b–f) for different near interface regions created by different h
values. First, the wider interface regions extending 1, 0.52 and
even 0.39 nm yielded to calculate very similar density values in
these different cases. Such an occurrence cannot be explained
by the variation of contact angle, as seen in Figure 10(d–f). On
the other hand, densities measured inside interface regions
extending both 0.13 and 0.26 nm developed different density
values at different cases. For such a case, Figure 10(b,c) pre-
sents that the wetting angle decreases with an increase in
interface density. Specifically, contact angle variation described
best by variation of density in h = 0.13 nm region in Figure 10
(b). Hence, wetting behaviour is mostly governed by the solid
molecules one (0.13 nm) or at most two (0.26 nm) molecular
diameter away from the interface.

3. Conclusion

Advance manufacturing technologies can produce atomisti-
cally smooth surfaces at a desired molecular structure or
sequence. In the corresponding applications, surface energies
and resulting interface coupling between solids and fluids at
nanoscale play key roles. Nanoscale wetting differs from the
continuum surface wetting definition; instead of being a two-
dimensional surface property, nanoscale wetting is governed
by the interaction from a finite three-dimensional region
whose extent in the surface normal direction is non-negligible.
Such a perspective is widely utilised by the most recent surface
engineering applications using thin films and two-dimensional

materials. For example, wetting transparency introduced for
various thin coating materials is based on the idea that wetting
is not greatly affected by the very near interface material but
dominated by the underneath solid molecules in a three-
dimensional span from the interface. There have been multiple
studies dedicated to test this idea, but there is no conclusion
about the extent of the region governing the wetting behaviour.
Also, solid atomic distribution on/under surface is found affect-
ing the wetting of atomistically smooth simple materials. Paral-
lel to these, researchers proposed analytical models which can
predict wetting angle as a function of the density of solid sur-
face and near liquid. However, these mostly focused on the
interface liquid density by assuming a homogeneous solid den-
sity. In order to provide a fundamental knowledge, we sim-
plified this query to the uniform silicon systems, instead of
developing case specific results for different levels of atomic
heterogeneities by coatings.

We studied the wetting behaviour on the single crystalline
and amorphous silicon surfaces at different molecular distri-
butions. Specifically, six different crystal structures of silicon
were selected at and between the highest and lowest solid sur-
face molecular densities, while six different amorphous silicon
structures were built in the similar surface density range. Wet-
ting angles measured on these surfaces using cylindrical water
nano-droplets purged from line tension effects. Wetting angles
showed dependence on atomic orientations; contact angles
showed up to 38% variation by the change of surface type.
More important than the observed angle variation, the aim
was to determine the molecules responsible for the variation
in wetting. We resolved the solid domains by fine bin-wise mol-
ecular densities measured parallel to the surface. Using this
data, average near interface solid densities were calculated for
each case at different extends from the surface defined by the
interface region height parameter. Next, we tried to determine
the solid density calculated at which extent can be correlated

Figure 10. (Colour online) (a) Illustration of near interface regions where solid surface densities were calculated. (b)–(f) Contact angles on different single crystalline and
amorphous surfaces as a function of densities measured inside different near interface heights (h).
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better with the observed wetting variation. For each interface
extent, we plotted the wetting angles as a function of the corre-
sponding interface solid density. We observed that interface
density averaged inside a region of three and more molecular
diameter (h≥ 0.39 nm) away from the surface cannot describe
wetting variation at all. On the other hand, the density of solid
region extending 0.13 and 0.26 nm reflects solid structure
dependent variation of wetting angle better while this variation
is very similar for both single crystalline and amorphous silicon
surfaces. Results will be a good contribution to existing theor-
etical attempts to predict contact angles as a function of inter-
face densities.
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